The Role of Nutrition in Treating Autoimmune Disease

A number of dietary approaches can help in the prevention and management of autoimmune disease, but an individualized plan with the assistance of a dietitian and/or physician is recommended.

By Mindy Hermann, MBA, RDN

AS THE SAYING goes, you are what you eat. So it makes sense to take a closer look at diet when faced with a serious health challenge such as an autoimmune disease. While there’s no shortage of nutrition information and advice on the Internet, particularly pertaining to conditions that medicine cannot cure, much of the information is not scientifically proven and can, in some cases, be dangerous. Still, a carefully chosen diet may play a role in treating and managing the symptoms of autoimmune disease.

The Autoimmune Protocol (AIP) Diet — Newest Kid on the Block

Type the terms “autoimmune” and “nutrition” into an Internet search engine, and the results will include dozens of articles on the Autoimmune Protocol (AIP) diet, a highly restrictive eating plan that promises to reduce intestinal inflammation, heal the intestinal mucosa and lessen inflammation throughout the body. Stricter than the meat-centric Paleo diet, AIP encourages followers to limit their diet to meats and organ meats, fish, seafood, vegetables, some fruits and fermented foods, while eliminating grains, gluten, legumes (beans), potatoes, sugar and most dairy. AIP also restricts nuts, seeds, eggs and nightshade vegetables such as tomatoes, eggplant and peppers. Proponents also recommend combining diet and gut-healing with treatment for bacterial overgrowth of the small intestine, where indicated, and supplements for boosting immunity.

Where the AIP diet comports with more established approaches is in its support of an elimination phase that strictly limits foods in an effort to reduce gut inflammation by eating only those foods that are unlikely to cause an adverse reaction. Because food intolerances and tolerances are highly individual, an elimination approach with gradual reintroduction of certain foods allows the person with autoimmune disease to pinpoint foods that are best tolerated. Elimination diets are challenging to follow, particularly without the help of a health professional.
Credentialed nutritionists caution against the AIP diet and other severely limited eating plans. They can be nutritionally unbalanced and should be followed only under close supervision. Also, any promised effects of the AIP diet on autoimmune disease and inflammation have not yet been substantiated by clinical research. That said, people with an autoimmune disease can and should pay attention to certain diet elements and individualize their diet to maximize comfort and potential health benefits.

Minding the Microbiome

Increasingly, research is connecting bacteria in our body with health and illness. The microbiome, or microbiota, the bacteria living in the large intestine, plays a major role in immune function and health. Approximately 70 percent of the body’s immune system is located in the intestinal tract. The microbiota forms a protective layer or barrier in the intestine, interacts with the development and functions of intestinal innate and adaptive immunity, and protects the body from ingested allergens and harmful bacteria, viruses and parasites.

An unhealthy or unbalanced microbiota may contribute to inflammation and is thought to exacerbate the development of autoimmune diseases. Harmful bacteria carry and produce toxins that can damage the protective mucus layer in the intestine, make the intestine more permeable and possibly trigger autoimmune disorders. These include lipopolysaccharide (LPS) on the outer membrane of certain types of bacteria, and flagellin, a protein in the flagella, or tail, of gut pathogens such as Salmonella, E. coli, and Campylobacter. However, researchers have not yet established whether harmful changes in the microbiome lead to autoimmune disorders and whether inflammation causes changes in the microbiome.

Numerous factors can contribute to an unbalanced gut microbiota, including illness, antibiotics and diet. Recent research is considering whether common emulsifiers in processed foods, namely polysorbate 80 and carboxymethylcellulose (cellulose gum), might contribute to inflammation and harm healthful bacteria in the microbiome.

Prebiotics Nourish Beneficial Bacteria and Probiotics

Keeping the microbiota healthy may be more effective than trying to correct an imbalance. That is why one of the best ways to maintain gut health is to eat a diet rich in prebiotics. Prebiotics are specific carbohydrates that are not digested in the small intestine; they travel intact to the large intestine where they are “eaten” by beneficial bacteria. Kate Scarlata, a registered dietitian nutritionist, points out the importance of keeping the gut microbiota well fed to help prevent them from eating the intestine’s protective mucus lining.

A handful of foods naturally contain prebiotic fibers, including chicory root (its fiber is called inulin), Jerusalem artichoke, garlic, leek, onion and dandelion greens. Resistant starch, found in raw oats, potatoes, cashews and resistant starch supplements, also functions as a prebiotic. Prebiotic supplements also are available. When used, they should be added to the diet slowly to help maintain gut comfort.

Prebiotics also feed probiotics, certain beneficial bacteria strains that are not native to the human gastrointestinal tract and convey specific health benefits. Strains of bifidobacteria and lactobacilli, found in some yogurts, fermented foods and probiotic supplements, are among the most common. Probiotics do not become part of the body’s microbiota and, therefore, have to be eaten regularly and in adequate amounts to be beneficial.

Increasingly, research is connecting bacteria in our body with health and illness.

FODMAPs May Improve Intestinal Comfort

Finding a balance between feeding beneficial bacteria, which can produce gas as they ferment (digest) fiber, and reducing discomfort associated with an irritable bowel can be challenging. Some people manage their gastrointestinal symptoms with a diet that limits short-chain sugars called fermentable oligosaccharides, disaccharides, monosaccharides and polyols, abbreviated as FODMAPs. Limiting FODMAPs gives bacteria less fermentable food to feast on and, therefore, leads to less gas.

Because so many foods contain FODMAPs, including numerous vegetables, fruits and grains, a diet low in FODMAPs can be nutritionally unbalanced unless it is planned and overseen by a dietitian or qualified health professional. Followers of a low FODMAP diet may be able to slowly add back foods and monitor their comfort level to find those that are best tolerated.

A Gluten-Free Diet Benefits Some

Looking beyond the still popular gluten-free trend, a gluten-free diet may benefit some people with autoimmune disease. In sensitive individuals, exposure to gluten — a protein in products and ingredients that contain wheat, barley or rye — causes an
immune system response and can result in inflammation and increased intestinal permeability. Removing gluten improves, but may not completely normalize, the intestinal barrier, and may or may not affect the progression of autoimmune responses.

Scarlata notes that some people are sensitive to components in wheat other than gluten, including glucose, fructans or amylase inhibitors. Heirloom wheat varieties and wheat grains from Europe may be better tolerated, and gluten-free grains always are recommended.

**Omega-3 Fatty Acids Consistently Show Benefits**

Omega-3 fatty acids are a type of fat found primarily in fatty fish and fish oil, and in a less potent form in walnuts, flaxseeds and chia seeds. Of the main types of omega-3 fatty acids, DHA appears to be more biologically active than EPA and ALA. The 2015 Dietary Guidelines for Americans recommends two weekly servings of fish, for an average of about 250 mg/day EPA plus DHA omega-3 fatty acids.

Animal studies suggest that omega-3 fatty acids may improve autoimmune disorders. In mice, those fed a diet that was enriched with omega-3s showed improvement in autoimmune antibodies, autoimmune response, inflammation and intestinal barrier function. Human studies suggest that fish oil supplements lessen joint discomfort in some individuals and may benefit lupus, among other benefits.
Turn Up the Heat on Autoimmune Responses

Capsaicin is a naturally occurring chemical compound that gives chili peppers their heat. In the body, capsaicin activates the vanilloid receptor, which may enhance immune status and improve particular immune functions. Results are preliminary, and additional research needs to be done, but in the meantime, adding hot sauce as tolerated is unlikely to hurt.

A Sensible Diet Makes the Most Sense

Health professionals generally agree that the best diet for managing inflammation and optimizing any immune benefits includes whole foods — green leafy vegetables, fruits, higher fat fish such as salmon and sardines, nuts and seeds, whole grains, legumes and healthy fats — and limits processed starches, sugars, saturated fats and trans fats.

Scarleta advises moderation over extremes. She cautions against overusing trendy therapies such as probiotics and fermented foods, noting that more is not necessarily better. On her list for supporting immune health are more food sources of omega-3s and the mineral magnesium (nuts, seeds, leafy greens, fish, legumes, whole grains), less saturated fat and fewer food additives. Individuals who have trouble tolerating dairy products may want to try sheep or goat cheese; both contain a well-tolerated type of milk protein called A2 casein and lack the A1 casein, in most cows’ milk and milk products, that appears to bother some people.

Several nutrients are associated with a strong immune system. Vitamin A supports barrier cells and lymphocytes and may lessen lupus symptoms, vitamin E protects cell membranes and vitamin D both generates more immune cells and makes them more active. The relationship between vitamin D and autoimmune disease is being actively studied. People with autoimmune diseases tend to have lower vitamin D levels, but it is not yet known whether a) low vitamin D levels increase risk of autoimmune disease and b) increasing vitamin D levels will improve immune function.

Vitamin A is found in many fruits and vegetables, as well as milk. Foods high in vitamin E include vegetable oils, green leafy vegetables, nuts, seeds and whole grain bread. Food sources of vitamin D currently are limited to fortified dairy products, fortified juices, egg yolks, some mushrooms and some fatty fish. The Dietary Guidelines for Americans calls out vitamin D as a nutrient of concern since a high percentage of Americans do not get enough in their daily diet. This may lead to fortification of additional foods. The decision regarding relying on foods versus supplements for vitamins and minerals is best left to a medical team.

Autoimmune diseases and their treatment can adversely affect nutrition. Individuals with bacterial overgrowth of the small intestine may have trouble absorbing fat if bacteria break down bile, the body’s fat emulsifier. The side effects of common medications include nausea and vomiting, stomach pains, mouth sores, decreased appetite and interaction with certain nutrients. Cutting down on outdoor physical activity during flare-ups reduces exposure to sunlight and lessens production of vitamin D. In these instances, individual, multiple or multi-nutrient supplements may be the best option for improving nutrient intake.

An Individualized Approach Is Best

Finding the right combination of diet and supplements takes time, patience and close attention to food-related symptoms. The ultimate goal is to balance nutritional adequacy with gut comfort and, hopefully, immune benefits.
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